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A B S T R A C T   

Various lines of research suggest immune dysregulation as a potential therapeutic target for negative and 
cognitive symptoms in schizophrenia spectrum disorders (SSD). Immune dysregulation would lead to higher 
extracellular free-water (EFW) in cerebral white matter (WM), which may partially underlie the frequently re-
ported lower fractional anisotropy (FA) in SSD. We aim to investigate differences in EFW concentrations – a 
presumed proxy for neuro-inflammation – between early-phase SSD patients (n = 55) and healthy controls (HC; 
n = 37), and to explore immunological and cognitive correlates. To increase specificity for EFW, we study several 
complementary magnetic resonance imaging contrasts that are sensitive to EFW. FA, mean diffusivity (MD), 
magnetization transfer ratio (MTR), myelin water fraction (MWF) and quantitative T1 and T2 were calculated 
from diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), magnetization transfer imaging (MTI) and multicomponent driven 
equilibrium single-pulse observation of T1/T2 (mcDESPOT). For each measure, WM skeletons were constructed 
with tract-based spatial statistics. Multivariate SSD-HC comparisons with WM skeletons and their average values 
(i.e. global WM) were not statistically significant. In voxel-wise analyses, FA was significantly lower in SSD in the 
genu of the corpus callosum and in the left superior longitudinal fasciculus (p < 0.04). Global WM measures did 
not correlate with immunological markers (i.e. IL1-RA, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10 and CRP) or cognition in HC and SSD 
after corrections for multiple comparisons. We confirmed lower FA in early-phase SSD patients. However, 
non–FA measures did not provide additional evidence for immune dysregulation or for higher EFW as the 
primary mechanism underlying the reported lower FA values in SSD.   

1. Introduction 

The inability of antipsychotics to relieve all symptom domains of 
schizophrenia spectrum disorders (SSD; i.e. schizophrenia, schizo-
affective disorder, schizophreniform disorder and psychosis not other-
wise specified), has driven research to explore other biological 
pathways. New therapeutic options for the negative (e.g. blunted affect) 
and cognitive (e.g. reduced processing speed) symptom domains are 
urgently needed. Various lines of research suggest a role for neuro- 
inflammation, or rather immune dysregulation, early in the develop-
ment of SSD (Fond et al., 2020). 

A dysregulated immune system entails subtle signs of immune 

involvement, such as aberrant activation of microglia (i.e. the resident 
immune cells of the central nervous system) (Trépanier et al., 2016; van 
Kesteren et al., 2017), increased levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines 
(Frydecka et al., 2018) and increased extracellular free water (EFW) 
(Brocker et al., 2012). The latter may be specifically affecting the brain's 
white matter (WM) (Dietz et al., 2020; Najjar and Pearlman, 2015). Free 
water refers to unrestricted water molecules that move freely in any 
direction. EFW is thus free water in extracellular spaces, such as inter-
stitial fluid, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and blood plasma (Pasternak et al., 
2016). Increased EFW in WM is a presumed proxy of immune dysregu-
lation, assuming that immune dysregulation manifests in interstitial 
fluid accumulation. This interstitial EFW increase might be a result of 
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neuro-inflammatory processes (i.e. low grade cerebral edema due to 
blood-brain barrier hyper-permeability or microglial activation) (Dalby 
et al., 2021; Pollak et al., 2018), yet several other factors influence EFW 
as well (e.g. atrophy, decreased cellularity and synaptic pruning) (Guo 
et al., 2020). 

The immunological deviations in SSD are small and the evidence for 
this immune hypothesis is not consistent (Birnbaum and Weinberger, 
2020; Snijders et al., 2021). This includes conflicting evidence from 
positron emission tomography (PET) studies (Marques et al., 2019; 
Plavén-Sigray et al., 2021), which use tracers that do not seem to spe-
cifically reflect activated microglia in schizophrenia (Sneeboer et al., 
2020). As post-mortem investigation and PET imaging both have 
considerable limitations, the use of non-invasive magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) has been proposed to measure the pro-inflammatory 
status of the brain (i.e. EFW) (Gangadin et al., 2019; Pasternak et al., 
2016). 

Several MRI contrasts are sensitive, albeit through different mecha-
nisms, to EFW that putatively reflects immune dysregulation (Gangadin 
et al., 2019; Harrison et al., 2015; Pasternak et al., 2016). Diffusion- 
weighted MRI (DWI), for example, can be used to obtain information 
of the diffusion profile of water molecules. Tensor-derived scalar mea-
sures include fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD). FA 
describes directional differences in diffusion rate and is often used as a 
proxy for microstructural organisation and MD describes mean diffusion 
rate. These measures can be computed to study the microstructure of the 
brain's WM. In WM, water moves more easily in a direction parallel to 
the axons than in a perpendicular direction, leading to relatively high FA 
values. When EFW increases, the isotropic diffusion component in-
creases leading to lower FA and higher MD. Widespread lower FA in SSD 
has frequently been reported (Kelly et al., 2018; Wheeler and Voineskos, 
2014). However, interpretation is difficult, as FA and MD are not only 
sensitive to EFW concentration but also to level of myelination, axonal 
diameter, packing density and alignment of the axons. 

To improve specificity of DWI, recent studies adjusted the tensor 
modelling to derive a component more sensitive to EFW than FA. This 
method demonstrated group-level increases of EFW, especially in pa-
tients with early-phase SSD compared to healthy controls (HC) (Chang 
et al., 2021; Guo et al., 2020; Lyall et al., 2017; Pasternak et al., 2012). In 
chronically ill patients, EFW increases were not observed (Gurholt et al., 
2020; Oestreich et al., 2017). The hypothesis that EFW increases are 
associated with immune dysregulation is supported by DWI studies that 
find significant correlations with clinical markers of inflammation (i.e. 
peripheral cytokines and glutathione levels in brain) (Di Biase et al., 
2021; Lesh et al., 2019; Rodrigue et al., 2019). Recent preclinical studies 
also demonstrated increased EFW in WM after immune activation (i.e. 
maternal immune activation and interferon-γ overexpression) (Di Biase 
et al., 2020; Febo et al., 2020). Although this line of research is incipient, 
immune dysregulation – presumably reflected in EFW increases – is 
hypothesized to occur during the early phase of SSD, whereas WM tissue 
degeneration (i.e. atrophy or demyelination) might be more character-
istic for the chronic phase (Gangadin et al., 2019; Pasternak et al., 2016). 

To increase specificity for EFW, DWI can also be combined with 
other MRI contrasts, such as magnetization transfer imaging (MTI) 
(Kubicki et al., 2005; Mandl et al., 2015) or myelin water imaging (Lipp 
et al., 2019). These methods are sensitive to water in the extracellular 
space, but with multiple other interpretations. However, these three 
methods are complimentary and studying them collectively could pro-
vide additional information on EFW in SSD. 

With MTI, an excitation pulse is exclusively targeted at macromole-
cules, including myelin. The magnetization then partially transfers to the 
free water pool. The magnetization transfer ratio (MTR) can be computed 
between images with and without an excitation pulse. The MTR is 
considered a proxy of myelin concentration. MTR is also sensitive to EFW, 
as the amount of transfer depends on both the concentration of macro-
molecules and on the concentration of extracellular water. With myelin 
water imaging it is possible, using a series of T2 measurements, to 

determine the fraction of water that is trapped between the myelin's lipid 
bilayers, which is characterized by a very short T2 relaxation time. This 
myelin water fraction (MWF) is considered to be a more specific marker 
for myelin concentration (Kolind et al., 2009; MacKay and Laule, 2016). 
Myelin water imaging not only allows to compute the MWF but can also 
provide quantitative T1 (qT1) and T2 (qT2) measures that are sensitive to 
EFW. Previous studies yielded heterogeneous results regarding group 
differences in MWF (i.e. SSD vs. HC) and correlations with cognitive 
performance (Flynn et al., 2003; Lang et al., 2014; Vanes et al., 2018, 
2019). 

Given the added value of multimodal MRI, this study sets out to 
investigate reflections of EFW in early-phase SSD and controls using 
several complementary MRI contrasts. We aim to explore differences in 
EFW between early-phase SSD patients and HC. Higher EFW concen-
trations in the WM in patients with SSD relative to HC would be reflected 
in a lower FA and higher MD, MTR and quantitative T1 and T2. We 
expect to find no differences in MWF between groups. Finally, we 
explore correlations between these MRI measures with immunological 
markers, cognitive performance and clinical measures to provide new 
insight into the biology of SSD. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Participants 

Table 1 shows demographical and clinical characteristics of all par-
ticipants with SSD (n = 55) and HC (n = 37). Participants in the SSD 
group were eligible for study inclusion when aged between 18 and 50, 
diagnosed with schizophrenia, schizoaffective, schizophreniform disor-
der (295.x) or psychotic disorder not otherwise specified (298.9) within 
3 years prior to screening. Participants in the HC group were excluded 
when they had a family history with psychiatric illness (i.e. parents or 
siblings). Participants from both studies were excluded in case of MRI 
contra-indications (i.e. claustrophobia or ferrous implants or medical 
devices). The Positive and Negative Syndrome scale (PANSS) and the 
Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia (BACS) were used to 
assess symptom severity and cognition (Kay et al., 1987; Keefe et al., 
2004). Other exclusion criteria and a full description or procedures were 
published previously (Begemann et al., 2015). Although 119 partici-
pants of in the trial (Sommer et al., 2021) were invited to have MRI 
scans, not all accepted the invitation. A full set of MRI scans (i.e. DTI, 
MTR, and mcDESPOT) was performed for 60 participants at baseline. In 
addition 5 scans were excluded from the analyses (2 scans did not 
include the entire brain inside the field of view and the MTR signal was 
outside reasonable ranges in 3 scans). 

Blood was drawn in the morning of the baseline visit. We analysed 
the levels of a panel of inflammatory markers that have been associated 
with schizophrenia in recent meta-analyses (de Witte et al., 2014; Fry-
decka et al., 2018; Goldsmith et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017). High- 
sensitivity C-reactive protein (CRP) was measured in these samples 
through the central diagnostic laboratory of the UMC Utrecht and 
Groningen using the Siemens Atellica™ Solution turbidimetric immu-
noassay. In addition, serum was prepared and stored at-80 ◦C in aliquots 
within 4 h after blood draw by the Central Biobank of the UMC Utrecht. 
At the end of the study, Interleukin (IL)-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-1 Receptor 
Agonist (IL-1RA) were assessed using the Meso Scale Discovery U-PLEX 
Assay Platform (MSD Cat #K15067M, customized) and S-PLEX Human 
IL-6 Kit (MSD Cat# K151B3S), according to the manufacturer's protocol. 
All samples were detected within the standard range of the assay. 

MRI acquisition and participant recruitment from Dutch mental 
healthcare settings were part of the Simvastatin and the Controls trial. 
These trials were approved by the research and ethics committee of the 
University Medical Center Utrecht (UMCU), the Netherlands, under 
protocol numbers: 13–249 and 14–572, respectively (Simvastatin trial 
registration: ClinicalTrails.gov:NCT01999309; EudraCT-number:2013 
–000834-36. Controls trial registration: ABR NL50657.041.14). These 
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studies were conducted in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki 
(2013). All participants provided written informed consent prior to 
participation. 

2.2. MRI acquisition 

MRI data were acquired on a Philips Achieva 3.0 T scanner using an 
8-channel SENSE head coil at the UMCU from March 2015 till October 
2015, after which the scanner was replaced and a system upgrade was 
implemented. From April 2016 till February 2019 a Philips Ingenia 3.0 T 
CX (software version R530) and a 32-channel SENSE head-coil were 
used. The following sequences were acquired: a double turbo spin echo 
T2-weighted sequence (TE/TR = 3.4/6000 ms, flip angle = 90◦, 120 
slices, slice gap = 0 mm, acquired voxel size = 1 × 1.25 × 1.6mm3, FOV 
= 256x204x192mm3), two diffusion-weighted echo-planar imaging se-
quences (identical except for k-space readout direction = anterior vs. 
posterior, TE/TR = 69/7110 ms, flip angle = 90◦, 75 slices, slice gap = 0 
mm, acquired voxel size = 1.88 × 2.35x2mm3, FOV =

240x240x150mm3, b-value = 1000 s/mm2 for 30 volumes and b = 0 s/ 
mm2 for five volumes), a 3D fast field echo magnetization transfer 
sequence (TE/TR = 2.3/56 ms, flip angle = 18◦, 95 slices, acquired voxel 

size = 1.88x1.88x4mm3, FOV = 240x180x190mm3, off-resonance pre-
pulse = 1100 Hz; 620◦; three-lobe sync shaped and the multicomponent 
driven equilibrium single-pulse observation of T1/T2 (mcDESPOT) 
protocol (acquired voxel size = 1.7 mm isotropic, FOV =

217x217x156mm3, 92 slices). This protocol consisted of balanced 
steady-state free precession (bSSFP; TE/TR = 2.9/5.8 ms, flip angles =
[7,10,11,15,19,24,30,47]), Spoiled gradient recalled echo (SPGR; TE/ 
TR = 3.6/6.5 ms, flip angles = [2,3,4,5,6,9,13,18], radio-frequency 
phase cycling pattern of 0◦ and 180◦) and inversion recovery SPGR 
(IR-SPGR; TE/TR = 3.2/6.5 ms, flip angle = 5) sequences (Deoni et al., 
2008). 

2.3. Pre-processing 

DWI processing and analysis was performed using the using Oxford 
Centre for Functional MRI of the Brain (FMRIB) Software Library version 
6.0.1. (FSL; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) and the MRtrix toolbox (htt 
p://www.mrtrix.org). Processing included noise filtering (denoising and 
Gibbs ringing removal; MRTrix), correction for susceptibility-induced 
distortion head motion effects, correction for eddy currents (including 
quality assessment), and finally tensor fitting (FMRIB Diffusion Toolbox; 
FDT). 

Magnetization transfer imaging resulted in two images, one with 
magnetization pre-pulse (Im) and one image without (I0). The MTR was 
calculated with the following equation MTR = (I0− Im)/ I0. In native 
space, the MTR images were skull-stripped (FSL's Brain extraction Tool; 
BET) (Smith, 2002) and the I0 image was linearly registered to the 
diffusion unweighted (b = 0 s/mm2) volume of the DWI scan (FMRIB's 
Linear Image Registration Tool; FLIRT) (Jenkinson et al., 2002). Mutual 
information was used as similarity metric for registration. 

The scans from the mcDESPOT protocol were processed using 
Quantitative Imaging Tools (QUIT) software (Wood, 2018). Brain 
extraction (BET) and resampling was used to calculate a brain mask 
from the T2 weighted image. Next, quantitative T1 (qT1), B1 (Deoni, 
2007), quantitative T2 (qT2) and off-resonance maps (Deoni, 2009) 
were calculated from the data. Lastly, MWF maps were calculated using 
a 3 component model (Deoni et al., 2013) and Gaussian Region 
Contraction (Deoni and Kolind, 2015). The qT1, qT2 and MWF maps 
were also linearly registered to the B0 volume (FLIRT). 

Voxel-based analysis was performed using tract-based spatial sta-
tistics (TBSS) (Smith et al., 2006) according to the ENIGMA-TBSS pro-
tocol (http://enigma.ini.usc.edu/protocols/dti-protocols/). In short, for 
the DWI data a single tensor model was fitted after which FA (and MD) 
maps were computed for each subject. Next, the FA maps (in native 
space) were nonlinearly registered to the ENIGMA-FA model after which 
the registered FA maps were projected onto the ENIGMA-DTI template 
skeleton, resulting in an FA skeleton for each subject. The same trans-
formations computed for the FA maps were applied to the non-FA 
measures (MD, MTR, MWF, qT1 and qT2), after they were registered 
to the B0 map from the DWI data. Global values for these measures were 
computed by averaging over all skeleton voxels. Fig. 1 shows the pro-
cessing pipeline. 

2.4. Statistical analysis 

To explore the group differences in global (i.e. mean white matter 
skeleton) MRI measures, a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) 
was performed, using R version 3.6.1. This MANOVA was followed by 
six ANOVA's for each MRI measure (FA, MD, MTR, MWF, qT1 and qT2). 
To explore these group differences on voxel-level, Permutation Analysis 
for Linear Models (Winkler et al., 2014) was used. This program is based 
on the randomise program in FSL (Winkler et al., 2014). The voxel-wise 
MANOVA was also followed by six voxel-wise ANOVAs. All voxel-wise 
tests were performed two-sided, with 10.000 permutations, threshold- 
free cluster enhancement (TFCE) and family-wise error (FWE) correc-
tion, using randomise. The multivariate analyses used Pillai's trace as 

Table 1 
Demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants. Ranges are dis-
played between brackets. BACS: Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia; 
IQR: interquartile range; PANSS: Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale; pg: 
picogram; SD: standard deviation; W: Wilcoxon test statistic.   

SSD (n = 55) HC (n = 37) Statistics 

Age, mean (SD), y 27.9 (6.6) 
[18–50] 

24.5 (5.1) 
[19–43] 

t(87.9) =
2.81, p =
0.006 

Sex, F/M 15/40 7/30 X2(1) = 0.45, 
p = 0.502 

Education mean (SD), y 13.5 (2.4) 
[6–17] 

15.0 (2.0) 
[10–17] 

t(84.8) =
− 3.26, p =
0.002 

Diagnosis, n (%)    
Psychosis not otherwise 
specified (298.9) 

31 (56.4) –  

Schizophrenia (295.x) 19 (34.5) –  
Schizoaffective disorder 
(295.70) 

4 (7.3) –  

Schizophreniform disorder 
(295.40) 

1 (1.8) –  

Duration of illness, mean 
(SD), y 

1.0 (0.9) [0–3] –  

Antipsychotic dose, mean 
(SD), chlorpromazine 
equivalent 

310.6 (243.9) 
[0–900] 

–  

PANSS total score, mean (SD) 56.8 (12.9) 
[33–85] 

–  

PANSS Positive subscale, 
mean (SD) 

12.7 (4.3) 
[7–28] 

–  

PANSS Negative subscale, 
mean (SD) 

15.0 (5.3) 
[7–28] 

–  

PANSS General subscale, 
mean (SD) 

29.1 (6.1) 
[17–45] 

–  

BACS composite, 
standardized mean (SD) 

− 1.2 (1.3) 
[− 3.4–2.3] 

0.1 (1.2) 
[− 3.2–2.0] 

t(80.2) =
− 5.16, p =
1.7 × 10− 6 

Interleukin-10, median 
(IQR), pg/mL 

0.20 (0.16) 
[0.04–0.96] 

0.17 (0.12) 
[0.03–1.01] 

W = 1163, p 
= 0.248 

Interleukin-1 Receptor 
Antagonist, median (IQR), 
pg/mL 

270 (161) 
[126–953] 

270 (152) 
[116–636] 

W = 1030, p 
= 0.923 

Interleukin-6, median (IQR), 
fg/mL 

493 (368) 
[225–1273] 

390 (344) 
[123–2581] 

W = 1204, p 
= 0.139 

Interleukin-8, median (IQR), 
pg/mL 

8.62 (3.49) 
[3.39–20.3] 

7.10 (3.13) 
[2.82–24.1] 

W = 1243, p 
= 0.073 

C-Reactive Protein, median 
(IQR), mg/L 

1.3 (1.9) 
[0.2–12] 

1.1 (2.4) 
[0.4–35] 

W = 1003.5, 
p = 0.914 

MRI scanner, scanner 1/ 
scanner 2 

17/38 10/27 X2(1) = 0.03, 
p = 0.867  
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multivariate test statistic and all analyses included age, sex, handedness 
and scanner as covariates. As age is higher in SSD relative to HC 
(Table 1), we corrected for age by adding it to the MANOVA for global 
effects and to the voxel-wise analyses as a centered continuous variable. 
Scanner was added to these analyses as a dichotomous variable, indi-
cating whether the participant was scanned at the first or the second 
scanner (see Supplementary Fig. S1 for the global MRI measures per 
individual across the scanners). The level of statistical significance was 
set at 0.05 for all multivariate analyses. 

For HC and SSD separately, correlation coefficients were calculated 
between global MRI measures and symptom severity, cognition, im-
mune markers and immunological confounds (i.e. BMI and smoking) 
using Spearman correlations. Normal distribution of the variables was 
checked by visual inspection of histograms and q-q plots. All immuno-
logical variables were normally distributed after logarithmic trans-
formation. Uncorrected p-values (p < 0.05) and Bonferroni corrected p- 
values (p < 0.0001) are reported for the correlation analyses, as these 
analyses are explorative in nature. Correlations between MRI measures 
and immune markers, cognition and the other MRI measures were sta-
tistically compared between HC and SSD with post-hoc regression ana-
lyses that included the interaction between the MRI measure and the 
group (i.e. global FA*Group). These analyses were corrected for age, sex, 
handedness, scanner, BMI and cigarette use. 

3. Results 

3.1. Group comparisons 

Multivariate global group differences did not reach statistical sig-
nificance (Pillai's Trace = 0.12, F(6, 80) =1.88, p = 0.095). Exploring 
individuals measures revealed that global FA differed between the 

groups (F(1, 86) = 5.55, p = 0.021; Fig. 2A), although this does not 
remain significant after correcting for the six comparisons. The SSD 
group (0.44 ± 0.02) had a lower mean FA compared to HCs (0.45 ±
0.02). Figs. 2A-F show the distribution of all MRI measures per group. 
Table S1 shows the scanner*group effects as well as the results of the 
multivariate global group differences, with and without the scanner 
included as a covariate. No significant scanner*group interactions were 
found in the multivariate (F(6, 79) =0.23, p = 0.96) and univariate 
analyses of the six MRI measures (p > 0.85). As a result, the scanner 
variable without interaction was included as a covariate in the above-
mentioned final analyses. 

Voxel-wise multivariate (Pillai's trace = 1017.6, FWE p = 0.40) and 
univariate (FWE p > 0.05) group comparisons did not reach statistical 
significance, except for FA (FWE p = 0.016). Again, SSD had lower FA 
than HC, predominantly in the genu of the corpus callosum and the left 
superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) (Fig. 3; Table S2). All immuno-
logical markers did not show a significant difference between the groups 
(p > 0.05; Table 1). 

3.2. Correlations 

Fig. 4 shows the correlation matrices between global MRI measures 
and several clinical and immunological variables for HC and SSD sepa-
rately. In both groups, FA and MD (HC: r = − 0.61, p = 7.15 × 10− 5; SSD: 
r = − 0.70, p = 2.37 × 10− 9) and MWF and qT1 (HC: r = − 0.68, p = 4.51 
× 10− 6; SSD: r = − 0.78, p = 3.46 × 10− 12) showed statistically signif-
icant correlations. No significant correlations between immunological 
markers or cognition and MRI measures were found in both groups. 

When evaluating the correlation results at the threshold of p < 0.05, 
it is interesting to note that the HC group shows more correlations be-
tween MRI measures with both immune markers and cognition 

Fig. 1. MRI processing procedures. Processing the images from the three different scan protocols, resulted in six different MRI maps. These maps were aligned and 
registered to the ENIGMA DTI FA skeleton, after which statistics were performed on the average skeleton values and on voxel-level. bSSFP: balanced steady-state free 
precession; DTI: diffusion tensor imaging; FA: fractional anisotropy; IR-SPGR: inversion recovery spoiled gradient recalled echo; MANOVA: multivariate analysis of 
variance; mcDESPOT: multicomponent driven equilibrium single-pulse observation of T1/T2; MD: mean diffusivity; MTR: magnetization transfer ration; MWF: 
myelin water fraction; SPGR: spoiled gradient recalled echo; qT1: quantitative T1; qT2: quantitative T2. 
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compared with SSD patients. For example, in SSD only IL1-RA was 
positively related to MD (r = 0.38, p = 0.0042) whereas in HC IL-8 was 
related to both FA (r = − 0.34, p = 0.041) and qT1 (r = 0.42, p = 0.011) 
and CRP to MTR (r = 0.40, p = 0.015). In addition, FA is related to motor 
speed (r = 0.36, p = 0.032), executive functioning (Tower of London; r 
= 0.47, p = 0.003) and the total cognition score (r = 0.42, p = 0.012) in 
HC, but not to any cognitive score in SSD. 

However, regression analyses show no differences in the correlations 
between the MRI measures and immune markers, cognition and the 
other MRI measures, between the two groups after corrections for 
multiple testing and covariates (Table S3). Only the relation between 
motor speed and MTR shows a trend-level difference between groups (B 
= 43.0, p = 0.029). The HC group shows negative association (B =
-11.38, p = 0.262) and the SSD group shows a positive association be-
tween motor speed and MTR (B = 31.65, p = 0.072). 

No significant effects were found for the group differences in MRI 
measures and immune markers or for the correlation between these 
variables in the SSD or in HC group, using partial least squares corre-
lation analyses (methodology and results described in Supporting 
Information). 

4. Discussion 

In this study, we aimed to explore differences in EFW between pa-
tients with early-phase SSD and HC and to identify the immunological, 
cognitive and clinical correlates of EFW. EFW was probed through 
several proxy measures: FA, MD, MTR, MWF, qT1 and qT2. Only dif-
ferences between SSD and HC in FA were confirmed on voxel-level, but 
no other significant differences or correlations were found. FA 

differences were significant in the genu of the corpus callosum and the 
left SLF. 

4.1. No evidence of immune dysregulation in WM 

Higher EFW was hypothesized to be reflected in lower FA, and higher 
MD, MTR, qT1 and qT2. The lack of significant non-FA group differences 
may suggest the absence of increased EFW in this early stage SSD sample 
(mean illness duration: 1y). In addition, SSD patients did not demon-
strate elevated levels of peripheral immune markers relative to HC, 
which could suggest the absence of immune dysregulation. A recent 
meta-analysis on DWI studies did reveal significantly higher EFW in SSD 
patients (Carreira Figueiredo et al., 2022), an effect that was mainly 
driven by two first episode psychosis samples (Lyall et al., 2017; Pas-
ternak et al., 2012). Yet, results from non-DWI studies in early-phase 
SSD do not support that hypothesis (Guo et al., 2020; Kraguljac et al., 
2019; Lang et al., 2014; Mandl et al., 2015), nor does the current study. 
These studies consistently refer to short duration of illness and young 
age as possible explanations for the absence of group effects, which are 
also relevant explanations for our findings. Illness duration was related 
to microstructural WM measures in other studies (Kraguljac et al., 
2020), but the strong correlation between illness duration and age 
makes it hard to differentiate both effects (Kelly et al., 2018). 

Low FA in the genu of the corpus callosum (Shahab et al., 2018) and 
the left SLF (Zhou et al., 2017) was previously demonstrated for early- 
phase SSD patients. Associative WM tracts that connect higher-order 
brain areas (e.g. corpus callosum) mature later in life and show more 
pronounced SSD-HC differences (Kochunov et al., 2016). This could also 
explain the lower FA values in the corpus callosum observed in this 

Fig. 2. Distribution of global MRI measures per group. Group differences in global: A, fractional anisotropy (FA); B, mean diffusivity (MD); C, magnetization transfer 
ration (MTR); D, myelin water fraction (MWF); E, quantitative T1 (qT1); F, quantitative T2 (qT2). HC: healthy controls; SSD: schizophrenia spectrum disorder. 
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study. 

4.2. Clinical and immunological correlates of WM microstructure 

A recent article showed an association between EFW in SSD and 
peripheral IL-6 and tumour necrosis factor α, while other interleukins 
did not (Di Biase et al., 2021). In our explorative analyses, we found a 
trend-level correlation between MD and IL1-RA in SSD, but not between 
other MRI measures and immunological markers (IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, CRP). 
IL1-RA protein levels previously showed elevations in SSD (Frydecka 

et al., 2018). Our results suggest that IL-1-related pathways might be 
associated with WM microstructure. 

No statistically significant correlations between MRI measures and 
cognitive functions were found. HC showed more associations between 
global MRI measures and cognition than controls, especially in global 
FA. Previous studies also reported correlations between WM micro-
structure (i.e. MWF, FA, MTR) and cognition in controls, which were 
absent in SSD patients (Erkol et al., 2020; Lang et al., 2014; Nazeri et al., 
2013). In addition, a recent study with early-phase SSD participants also 
found no associations between cognition an EFW (Hegde et al., 2020). It 

Fig. 3. Significant voxels from the tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) analysis showing decreased FA in schizophrenia spectrum disorder (SSD) compared with 
healthy control (HC) subjects (family-wise error corrected p = 0.016) in the genu of the corpus callosum (above) and the left superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) 
(below). On the MNI152 standard space T1 image (grayscale), the ENIGMA FA skeleton (green) and significant TBSS voxels (red-yellow; SSD < HC, corrected p <
0.05) were projected. Coordinates corresponding to the centre of gravity of the largest cluster (genu: x = 80, y = 148, z = 86; SLF: x = 123, y = 146, z = 88). (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. Correlations between MRI measures, demographics (age and gender), immunological parameters and confounds (BMI and smoking), and cognitive per-
formance in healthy controls (HC; left) and in patients with schizophrenia spectrum disorder (SSD; right). Correlations of the variables in black were compared 
between the two groups in later analyses. The colour of an individual matrix element represents the correlation strength (r) between − 1 and 1. Black rectangles 
indicate p < 0.05, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.001, *** p < 0.0001 (Bonferroni correction). 
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may be possible that cognitive function is more related to the micro-
structure of the tissue itself (i.e. FA), rather than EFW surrounding the 
tissue. 

4.3. Immune dysregulation and other factors affecting WM structure 

Alterations in WM microstructure may arise from processes other 
than increased EFW (i.e. immune dysregulation) as well. Immune dys-
regulation in SSD is yet not well-understood. For example, microglia 
pathology in SSD seems more complex than activation versus inactiva-
tion (Snijders et al., 2021). In addition, early promising results from 
clinical trials with anti-inflammatory agents (Çakici et al., 2019), could 
not be replicated in recent studies with more subjects (Jeppesen et al., 
2020; Sommer et al., 2021; Weiser et al., 2020). 

Lower FA in SSD could also be explained by aberrant organisation of 
the WM (e.g. axonal organisation, myelination) or other pathophysio-
logical mechanisms. A normalizing effect of antipsychotics cannot be 
excluded without MRI scans before initiation of medication in this study. 
Antipsychotics have been shown to decrease cytokine levels and FA 
(Çakici et al., 2021; Szeszko et al., 2014). However, EFW was found to be 
unaffected by risperidone treatment (Kraguljac et al., 2019). Interest-
ingly, FA decreases after antipsychotic medication were significantly 
related to low density lipoprotein (Szeszko et al., 2014). Other metabolic 
factors that are often elevated in SSD, such as obesity and cholesterol 
have been related to decreased FA as well (Hidese et al., 2020; Spangaro 
et al., 2018). 

4.4. Limitations 

As previously stated, the young age and short duration of illness of 
our study population may explain the lack of significant non-FA group 
differences, but certain methodological considerations have to be taken 
into account as well. First, our sample size may be considered modest for 
MRI studies, although it is comparable to recent multimodal MWF 
studies (40 < n < 57) that did report significant results (Bangen et al., 
2021; Faizy et al., 2020). Second, although without statistical signifi-
cance, the female:male ratio was higher in SSD than in HC. However, 
females with SSD show lower FA and higher MD in WM compared with 
male patients (Shahab et al., 2018). A better sex-matched sample with 
less female patients would therefore actually decrease our effect size. 
Third, our findings may not be explained by the age difference between 
groups, since we corrected for age in our analyses. In addition, older SSD 
patients are likely to demonstrate more immune dysregulation than 
younger HCs, as age is generally also related to innate immune activity 
(Godbout and Johnson, 2009). While peripheral cytokine levels do 
reflect immune dysregulation, central immunological markers would 
have been more specific for neuro-inflammation. Lastly, the 3.0 T MRI 
scanner was replaced for a newer version during the course of the trial. 
The SSD and HC participants were balanced over the two scanners (see 
fig. S1) and we applied a statistical correction for the replacement of the 
MRI scanner (Table S1), but this correction may not have removed all 
effects of the replacement. The use of different scanners may have 
increased variance. However, despite a potential increased variance, we 
were able to detect significant group differences in FA as well as cor-
relations between interdependent MRI-derived global measures (i.e. 
MWF and qT1). 

5. Conclusions 

This multimodal study revealed FA reductions in SSD relative to HC, 
but no significant associations between MRI measures and both immu-
nological markers and cognition. Group differences in other MRI mea-
sures and peripheral immunological markers were absent. These results 
provide no direct evidence for immune dysregulation in SSD nor for 
higher EFW as the primary mechanism underlying frequently reported 
lower FA in SSD. Other microstructural properties of WM, such as axonal 

organisation may be underlying low FA in SSD instead. Future studies 
may benefit from including specific subgroups of patients with immune 
dysregulation and multimodal assessments could be used to further 
explore EFW as an immune proxy. 
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